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DEFINE

INSPIRE, DISCOVER AND DEFINE WORKSHOP

AI Ideation 
Discover the value of Artificial Intelligence
and define the most promising use case for
your business context

| SOLUTION SHEET WWW.CEGEKA.COM

What's in it for your business?
Stay ahead of the competition and ensure your business stays relevant
Gain a good understanding of AI's potential
Discover the most promising AI use cases for your specific business context 
Obtain a roadmap for success that prioritizes your AI initiatives
Receive a detailed quote to provide you with a clear understanding of the resources required to
bring your prioritized AI initiative to life

Timeline

IInspire on the potential of AI within different business domains by
presenting relevant AI use-cases, focusing on the value it can bring
for your employees, customers, products or operations.

Interactive discovery workshop with data, AI & business experts  to
identify challenges and potential AI  driven solutions within your
business and plot them on a value/complexity matrix. Select one or
more "Value Win" use cases that will be further defined in the next
workshop to be developed as PoV or Pilot in following phases

Run the Cegeka's AI evaluation canvas for one or more "Value Wins"
use-case to define in detail the technical requirements, business
constraints, data sources, value proposition and the succes criteria
for the business to serve as input for the deliverables.
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READ MORE ABOUT OUR SOLUTIONS

| SOLUTION SHEET WWW.CEGEKA.COM

Get inspired and discover what's possible with Data & AI for your company

Topic  Price  

AI Ideation Workshop € 5,000.00  

Total € 5,000.00  

Budget

*This is a fixed price, which includes preparation, deliverables, and a dedicated team consisting of a data solution architect and a data scientist. Rates are quoted in euros
and exclude 21% VAT.

After the workshop, you will receive a detailed quote to provide you with a clear understanding of the resources
required to bring your prioritized AI initiatives to life. The quotes include:

DELIVERABLES

Project 
Approach

Deliverables

QUOTEScope Assumptions

Team &
Planning Budget

AUDIENCE

Microsoft Azure Stack
Azure Data Lake
Azure Databricks

Azure Machine Learning
Microsoft Power BI

Azure OpenAI

TECHNOLOGY

Executives
Innovation or Product Manager

Business Domain Expert or Analyst
Operation or Plant Manager

IT/Application Manager
Data Scientist / Engineer

Data Analyst
DWH / BI Expert

Enterprise Architect


